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KKPoker Review
 KKpoker is a poker platform that provides a top-notch gaming experience to poker enthusiasts. This app has gained immense popularity and loyal customers within a short period. Here is a comprehensive review of KKpoker that will help you understand the software, the clubs, and the rake rules.
KKPoker – How does it work?
KKpoker is a poker client that is available for Android, iOS, and Windows. Once you download the app, you will need to create an account and buy chips. Depositing money is easy as KKpoker supports various modes of payment such as bank transfer, credit cards, and wallets. The software also provides the option to play both in public and private games. Players can start playing immediately or can join a club.
KKPoker clubs
KKpoker allows players to create their clubs, and they can have a maximum of 500 members. Clubs can have their own tournaments, and they can customize the game rules to their preferences. The software provides a robust management system to club owners to manage their members, funds, and tournaments. Participating in clubs can give access to high stake games as many clubs are invitation-only.
Rake
KKpoker takes a rake of 5% from each pot in their public games. In private games, the clubs can select their own rake percentage, which can vary between 0% to 5%. As a result, the rake fee varies from game to game. Many players prefer KKpoker because of the low rake fee, and it attracts low to mid-stake games frequently.
KKPoker Rakeback
KKpoker provides a rakeback system, which rewards players with a percentage of the rake they paid in past games. The rakeback percentage varies based on the number of games and the amount of rake paid. Moreover, club owners can also set their rakeback percentage to motivate their members to play more games within their club. The rakeback system is a way to recover some of the payments made as the rake fee. In conclusion, KKpoker is a reliable platform for all types of players. From newbies to pros, KKpoker provides an unparalleled gaming environment with various options to customize the games to your liking. The user interface is efficient, and the software is responsive, making it an ideal app to play poker on a mobile device. The rake system is reasonable, and the rakeback rewards can help you maximize your winnings. Join the community and become a part of the KKpoker family!
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Games and Traffic
If you’re looking for variety, you’ll find plenty of it on the KKpoker app. There are all sorts of games available like no-limit Hold’em, pot-limit Omaha, fast-fold poker, and many more. The app has traffic from all over the world, with players from Asia being the primary source, although European and American players are also active. The traffic is good overall, and you’ll be able to find action at all hours of the day. The game selection is diverse, but don’t expect to find exotic games like seven-card stud or razz, as these are not offered on the app yet.
Cash Games
KKpoker has a decent selection of cash games at a variety of stakes. You’ll easily find lower stakes games, but the app also has higher stakes games with some of the biggest pots going up to thousands of dollars. The app also offers a wide range of game formats from No-Limit to Pot-Limit and Short deck Holdem. The no-limit Hold’em games have the biggest player base, but you can also find a good selection of Pot-Limit Omaha and other games. The gameplay mechanics on KKpoker, in general, are smooth and straightforward, allowing for an enjoyable experience.
MTT Tournaments
The MTT Tournaments on KKpoker come in a variety of buy-ins, and the app’s flagship tournament is the Sunday GTD (Guaranteed Tournament). The GTD has a buy-in of a few hundred dollars, and it boasts some of the largest guaranteed prize pools on the app. There are also daily and weekly tournaments with lower buy-ins, which means that you can easily find an event to suit your budget. Unlike some other poker tournaments, there are no rebuys or add-ons in KKpoker tournaments, which means that it’s a more level playing field for all the players.
Softness of the Field
The field on KKpoker app is fairly soft, with a large portion of the player base being recreational players. Some players do have sound strategies, but there is still an opportunity for savvy players to exploit others. However, the field softness does vary with the stake level; the higher the stakes, the more skillful the players.
Attitude towards Pro Players
The KKpoker app is generally welcoming to pro players, and there are no rules against them playing. However, there aren’t too many incentives or promotions offered to encourage pro players to play on the app; all deposit bonuses that are offered are for the recreational players only. If you’re a pro player looking for a great place to play poker, KKpoker is a decent option, but there might be apps with better incentives out there. In summary, the KKpoker app offers diverse game selection, decent traffic, and soft fields. It’s an excellent choice for recreational and skilled players looking to mix it up with players from all around the world. However, some pro players might not find it worthwhile due to the lack of incentives or promotional offers.
KKPoker Software
KKPoker is a mobile poker application that offers a unique set of features to enhance the online poker experience.
One of the standout features is the ability to create private games with custom settings, allowing players to invite friends and play customized tournaments. The app also offers a wide range of games, including Texas Hold’em, Omaha, and Short Deck, with varying table sizes and buy-ins.
KKPoker PC Client
KKPoker has recently launched a PC client, providing players with a more immersive and user-friendly experience. The PC client offers larger screen sizes, multi-table support, and a wider range of customization options.
The PC client also boasts a more stable connection, reducing the likelihood of disconnections during gameplay.
Overall, the KKPoker PC client provides a more convenient and stable way to enjoy online poker, making it a popular choice among serious players.
Banking options
	KKPoker supports a wide range of payment options, making it convenient to make deposits and withdrawals. The payment options include Visa, Mastercard, Skrill, Neteller, and Bitcoin, among others.
	Withdrawals are fast and efficient, with many players reporting that they received their winnings within a few hours of making a withdrawal request.
	There are no fees associated with making deposits and withdrawals on KKPoker, making it an attractive choice for players who want to maximize their winnings.

Summary: Pros and Cons to play at KKPoker
Pros:
	Modern and sleek software that is easy to navigate
	Ability to create private games with custom settings
	Wide range of games and buy-ins
	Launch of PC client provides a more immersive and stable poker experience
	Reliable and secure environment for online poker players
	Responsive support team available 24/7 to answer questions and resolve issues
	Supports a wide range of payment options with fast and efficient withdrawals
	No fees associated with making deposits and withdrawals

Cons:
	No support for Mac users
	The selection of games and tournaments is not as extensive as some other poker sites

Overall, KKPoker stands out as a reliable and secure platform that provides a unique and enjoyable online poker experience. With its new PC client and commitment to constantly improving its software, KKPoker is a popular choice among poker players looking for a modern and user-friendly platform to play on. We still like HighStakes poker and you can read our HighStakes poker review here.
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